
SGIfA Committee Meeting 4/02/11 
 

Present - Candy Hatherley CH, Kenneth Aitchison KA, Susan Casey SC, Mark Roberts MR, Pete Hinton 

PH & Mary Peteranna MPA (the latter two via conference call) 

 

1) Apologies - Dan Rhodes, Kirsty Dingwall, Phil Richardson, Mel Johnson 

 

2) Minutes of last meeting approved 

 

Previous action points 

 

ACTION POINT - MPA to take contacts for north from CH  Complete 

ACTION POINT - KA to look at costing how to create e-learning resources Complete 

ACTION POINT - AB to produce an easy guide to CPD/PDP for distribution. Not reported 

ACTION POINT - MPA to pull through stories covering the north and forward to DR for 

newsletter. Not reported 

ACTION POINT - DR to suggest to IfA to publicise this information in some official and regular 

form. Not reported 

ACTION POINT - DR to approach Dave Strachan of PKHT to begin discussions with ALGAO. Not 

reported 

ACTION POINT - AB to speak to accounts and try and work out an improved system for 

recording/approving expenses etc Not reported 

ACTION POINT - ALL to think about requirements for coming year budget for discussion at next 

meeting. To be continued… 

 

3) SGIfA Secretary MR volunteered 

 

4) Budget for year ahead 

 

This discussion went around the houses a bit and included item 5) Training Strategy so I will try and 

condense the proceedings 

 

The budget for the year ahead has three main elements 

 Training 

 Recruitment 

 Annual event 

 

CH noted the forthcoming pottery training event 

 

MPA had discussed with her local colleagues and suggested some H&S training would be very 

useful.  The meeting discussed the position of the IfA on this (not providing commercial advantage 

to some) and agreed that we might be able to have external consultant under the IfA banner.  This 

might cover general H&S requirements rather than specifics such as CSCS cards. 

 

ACTION POINT. MR to follow up with external IOSH approved H&S consultant to scope out & present a 

proposal. 

 

MPA also mentioned ecological aspects such as forestry and flora and fauna.  After some discussion 

KA suggested the AGM as a useful forum for talks. 

 

ACTION POINT. CH or SC to talk to Matt Ritchie and to consider a programme for the AGM 

 

Recruitment was discussed – University and Colleges had been targeted successfully.  It was 

suggested that existing bumpf (where is bumpf? - CH) could be used again as new intakes of 

students arrive.  CH to check out Edinburgh, MPA to investigate Northern Uni/colleges  MR/KD 



(KD did Glasgow last time) to contact west coast institutions.  Archaeological Companies especially 

RO status to be reminded to encourage staff to join IfA.  Museum archaeologists are also to be 

considered perhaps? 

 

ACTION POINT.CH, MPA and MR/KD to contact archaeology depts again. 

ACTION POINT. KD to calculate a budget by end of March. 

ACTION POINT.  Promotional material to be located by ? 

 

AGM 

SC said that the Royal Commission was booked for free for the 14
th

 Oct.  Robin Turner is very keen to 

assist the IfA. 

 

See above for suggested talks. 

 

5) Training Strategy 

e-learning 

KA set the background for the e-learning proposal plus a suggested cost.  KA carefully pointed out his 

company was the provider and that a full charge out rate was not applied. The proposal met with general 

approval although the opportunity to seek other options within an e-learning sphere was discussed.  KA 

pointed out that e-learning is not a clearly defined area.  An important point is that e-learning provider 

might need to engage before and during the course for material. 

 

Funding for e-learning was discussed; KA suggested lottery, CH thought an additional amount per course 

might be an answer.  PH thought that Historic Scotland might wish to add to the SGIfA funding.  A 

problem that the IfA does not have a Scottish base (so as to be in a position to apply for Scottish grants) 

was raised and outside the meeting it was suggested that RCHAMS (as a Scottish institution) might 

approach funding organizations such as Scottish Enterprise on IfA behalf. 

 

ACTION POINT. To finalise training events for the next year and from that to consider if e-learning might 

be an option. 

 

Survey course 

CH reported a great success for the survey course.  16 attendees used the Hollyrood educational venue 

which was very helpful and basic survey was instructed around Hollyrood Abbey ruins.  DGPS, EDM and 

CAD were all on the menu.  CH thanked Jurgen van Wessel and Ross Murray for their time & effort. 

Further runs of the course were mooted. 

 

6) Revision of SHEP and PAN42 

PH presented his written observations which will be forwarded on to decision makers which were 

discussed.  General approval and the main identified point was the importance/significance of previously 

unknown remains that might be equivalent to scheduled sites.  

 

7) Scottish Election Campaign 

 

PH reported a ‘3 bullet point’ agenda for BFS to send on to politicians engaged in the forthcoming 

elections.  It was suggested that all should follow this up. 

 

ACTION POINT. All to badger politicians. 

 

AOB 

 

MPA raised the issue of SGIfA training fees (with reference to the pottery course in Inverness) as many 

independent archaeologists in the north felt they were a bit steep.  There followed an explanation of the 

raison d’etre of the costs by CH, KA and PH which MPA could explain to independent archaeologists 

 

 



ADMIN 

 

Meeting Dates for 2011 -  

 

Friday 6th May 3pm 

Friday 5th August 3pm 

Friday 14th October AGM 

 

Newsletters - 

 

December 

March June 

 

 

SUMMARY OF ACTION POINTS 

 

ACTION POINT. MR to follow up with external IOSH approved H&S consultant 

ACTION POINT. CH or SC to talk to Matt Ritchie and to consider a programme for the AGM 

ACTION POINT.CH, MPA and MR/KD to contact archaeology depts again. 

ACTION POINT. KD to calculate a budget by end of March. (she will need input from the group) 

ACTION POINT.  Promotional material to be located by ? 

ACTION POINT. To finalise training events for the next year and from that to consider if e-learning might 

be an option for any of the courses. 

ACTION POINT. All to badger politicians. 

 

From previous meeting 

ACTION POINT - AB to produce an easy guide to CPD/PDP for distribution. 

ACTION POINT - MPA to pull through stories covering the north and forward to DR for newsletter. 

ACTION POINT - DR to suggest to IfA to publicise this information in some official and regular form.  

ACTION POINT - DR to approach Dave Strachan of PKHT to begin discussions with ALGAO. 

ACTION POINT - AB to speak to accounts and try and work out an improved system for 

recording/approving expenses etc  

ACTION POINT - ALL to think about requirements for coming year budget for discussion at next meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


